The Honorable Lawrence E. Strickling  
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information  
National Telecommunications and Information Administration  
U.S. Department of Commerce  
1401 Constitution Avenue NW, Room 4725  
Washington, DC 20230  

Re: Multistakeholder Process to Develop Consumer Data Privacy Codes of Conduct  
(Docket No. 120214135-2135-01)  

Dear Assistant Secretary Strickling:

I am writing to comment on the Multistakeholder Process to Develop Consumer Data Privacy Codes of Conduct. I agree with President Obama that our citizens’ increasing willingness to share their personal information with others online does not suggest that privacy is an “outmoded value.” I also agree with him that privacy has never been more important than it is today. The Internet is an incredible creation and more incredibly still, many of the best and most innovative sites and services on the web are available to users free of charge. Unfortunately, our privacy laws have not kept up with these changes and consumers are frequently and unknowingly paying for those innovations with their personal information and, inevitably, their privacy.

I submit these comments in my capacity as Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law. After a brief discussion of my own framework for thinking about privacy issues, I will focus my comments on two areas, responsive primarily to NTIA’s first and fourth areas of comment.

First, I believe it is imperative that the Multistakeholder Process include and facilitate the participation of both strong consumer advocates and members of Congress. Second, I suggest three fields in which I believe that the Process could begin its work: (1) mobile privacy, specifically location privacy; (2) the privacy of biometric information, especially information derived from the use of facial recognition technology; and (3) the privacy of web browsing information and records. In each area, I lay out the substantive reasons for why further protections are necessary and then explain my own proposals for the standards that I believe are necessary to adequately protect privacy in these fields.

I. Privacy is a fundamental right.

Like most Americans my age, I grew up thinking of privacy as a right we hold against government intrusion into our lives. And to be sure, as law enforcement uses ever-more powerful technologies to track individuals and as the traditional constraints on law enforcement
activities—“limited police resources and community hostility”—are lowered, we must remain vigilant to government monitoring.¹ But as the recent result in the Jones case showed, while our Fourth Amendment jurisprudence may require updating, it still provides a baseline from which a Supreme Court as polarized as the current one may reach the right result for privacy.²

As I said in the first hearing of my Subcommittee, the Fourth Amendment does not apply to corporations. Outside of certain industries and market sectors, our privacy rights with respect to the private companies we interact with every day online are limited, if not entirely absent. Indeed, as I discuss further below, federal law allows your wireless company or smartphone company to disclose to non-governmental third parties a detailed record of everywhere you’ve been in the past month or year using geolocation data.³ Similarly, there is no law that prevents a web browser from sharing your browsing history with its business partners, nor is there any law that prevents your social network from taking the photos you have posted online to share with your friends and using them to generate a precise and unique digital file for your face. I think that most Americans would be very surprised by this.

In light of the fact that much of commercial privacy law has yet to be written, I agree with President Obama that we need to return to “our timeless privacy values” and apply them to the new technologies and situations that we encounter in the 21st century. In my tenure as Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, I have generally followed four principles in crafting legislation and performing oversight to protect our citizens’ privacy.

First, I believe that all Americans have a fundamental right to know who has their personal information and how it is being used. This transparency principle is a critical privacy protection that is discrete from other consumer protection principles like consumer control and data security.

In November of last year, a security researcher discovered that smartphones from several major wireless carriers included monitoring software produced by a company called Carrier IQ that tracked various user activities on the phone, including users’ locations and numerical keystroke data. When I learned of this, I immediately wrote Carrier IQ and the relevant wireless carriers to find out more.⁴ My investigation revealed that the Carrier IQ software—combined with the way in which it was implemented on certain phones—in some instances transmitted the content of users’ text messages and encrypted search terms to Carrier IQ, wireless companies,

³ See infra Part III.
and other third parties. But my investigation also revealed that the Carrier IQ software was a legitimate business tool used by several wireless companies to improve their users’ experience and troubleshoot technical errors on smartphones. In fact, I think that these companies’ greatest error was their use of this software in a manner in which the average consumer would have no idea that it was running on her device. I suspect that most users would have readily consented to the use of this software on their phones if they had been presented with such a choice—ideally alongside a clear statement of how their data would be used and with whom it would be shared.

But transparency means more than simply burying disclosures in a privacy policy; transparency means making sure that users know about and understand how their data is being used. Countless studies have shown that consumers simply don’t read privacy policies and that when they do, they have great difficulty understanding them. Thus, I believe that when a company collects sensitive data or uses it in an unexpected manner, that company should at a bare minimum provide users clear and salient notice of the practice. For example, when OnStar used an inconspicuous terms and conditions update to inform its customers that it would reserve the right to collect their location information and share it with third parties even after those customers had terminated their contracts, I believe they violated this principle.

Second, I believe that all Americans have a fundamental right to control who gets their personal information and who it is shared with. While I do not believe that a person who has voluntarily shared her data with a company has infinite downstream control over the subsequent recipients of that data, I do believe that she has the right to choose the third parties with whom the first party company can initially share her information. This is a well-established


principle; it is what the Fair Information Practice Principles refer to as secondary external uses of information.\(^9\)

I believe that this right is best illustrated by reference to the mobile apps on our phones. In December 2010, a *Wall Street Journal* investigation into 101 popular apps for iPhone and Android smartphones found that 47 of those apps transmitted the smartphone’s location to third party companies, and that most of them did this without their users’ consent. It is important to note that by virtue of the Android OS and iOS operating systems, the users of all but one of those 47 apps had expressly allowed the app itself to gather location information; they were unaware, however, that the apps were then disclosing that information to smartphone companies, analytics companies, marketers, and other third parties.\(^10\) Thus, the users of these apps had no choice as to the secondary external uses of their location information. This is a serious violation of privacy.

Where the information being gathered is especially sensitive, the Individual Control principle should require more granular user choice over the sharing of information. For example, the Video Privacy Protection Act requires that video companies get their customers’ permission every time they want to tell third parties what videos their customers watched.\(^11\) As I explained in the third hearing of my Subcommittee, this is an important protection that allows a consumer to watch videos that relate to sensitive topics like religion, politics and sexuality without fear of inadvertently disclosing this information to family, friends, and co-workers. Privacy protections don’t just protect our “right to be let alone”: they also protect our right to liberty and our intellectual freedom.\(^12\)

Third, I believe that our fundamental right to privacy includes the right to know that our sensitive information—wherever it is—is safe and secure. I am especially concerned that despite significant efforts to secure sensitive data, this right is still not being respected. Our treatment of sensitive health data is informative in this regard. Since the collection of breach records started in 2009, there have been a total of 409 major breaches of health data involving the health information of over 19 million Americans.\(^13\) Note that this statistic only includes major breaches that have involved the health information of 500 or more individuals.\(^14\) Note also that this comes nine years after implementation of the Health Insurance

---


\(^12\) See, e.g., *Video and Library Privacy Protection Act of 1988: Joint Hearing on H.R. 4947 and S. 2361 Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Admin. of Justice of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary and the Subcomm. on Technology and the Law of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary*, 100th Cong. 68 (1988) (written testimony of Janlori Goldman, Staff Attorney, American Civil Liberties Union) (“The danger here is that a watched society is a conformist society, in which individuals are chilled in their pursuit of ideas and their willingness to experiment with ideas outside of the mainstream.”), available at [http://www.loc.gov/law/find/hearings/pdf/00183854811.pdf](http://www.loc.gov/law/find/hearings/pdf/00183854811.pdf).


Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule and three years after the passage of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act). I know for a fact that health providers around the country are working hard to secure this information. Unfortunately, this is not enough—and this illustrates that this may prove to be the most difficult of the privacy principles to successfully implement.

Fourth, I believe that concentration in the telecommunications and technology sectors has reduced the incentives for many companies to protect consumers’ privacy. Consolidation in the telecommunications and technology markets has been happening at an alarming rate. This is particularly true in online markets, where many technology companies have focused their business models on the collection and aggregation of data. As a company obtains a dominant position in an online market, however, that company may have reduced incentives to protect consumers’ privacy.  

But while any dominant company has lower incentives to meet consumer demands, the unique nature of the Internet economy may make these companies especially likely to act in a manner that is contrary to consumers’ privacy. Many of the largest and most powerful Internet companies offer their products to consumers for free. Instead of requiring consumers to pay for their services, these companies “monetize” their activities by serving advertisements to those consumers—advertisements that are more effective and more lucrative if they are targeted to a consumer based on a detailed, individualized profile of that individual. Internet companies are not just collecting consumer data by chance. Rather, an Internet company’s financial success may turn in large part on its ability to beat its competitors in gathering data—ideally detailed, individualized data—about consumers.

We cannot rely on market forces alone to develop the best privacy policies for consumers. As companies collect and exploit consumer data, the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) need to recognize that these companies may have lower incentives to protect consumers’ privacy, particularly if they have a dominant position in the market. As DOJ and the FTC review mergers and acquisitions, they should consider the potential implications for consumer privacy. DOJ and the FTC should also assess both whether consumers have an ability to choose another comparable product or service if they are unhappy with how their data is being treated, and also whether a company offers consumers choices, including the ability to opt-out of data collection or migrate their data to another service.

15 Pamela Jones Harbour, a former Commissioner of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has noted that “absent pressure from competitors who might provide more attractive alternatives to privacy-prioritizing consumers, a dominant firm might rationally choose to innovate less vigorously around privacy or, perhaps to dole out privacy-protective technologies to the marketplace more slowly.” Pamela Jones-Harbor & Tara Isa Koslov, Section 2 in a Web 2.0 World: An Expanded Vision of Relevant Product Markets, 75 Antitrust L.J. 769, 795 (2010).

16 See Pamela Jones-Harbor & Tara Isa Koslov, Section 2 in a Web 2.0 World: An Expanded Vision of Relevant Product Markets, 75 Antitrust L.J. 769, 780 (2010) (“In many Web 2.0 markets, the revenue stream is not matched directly to specific Internet-based services. Rather, to a large extent, revenue—or ‘monetization,’ to use the current term of art—derives from the accumulation of data, which can then be put to myriad commercial uses.”); see also Lori Andrews, New York Times, Facebook Is Using You (Feb. 4, 2012) (“Unlike other big-ticket corporations, [Facebook] doesn’t have an inventory of widgets or gadgets, cars or phones. Facebook’s inventory consists of personal data – yours and mine.”).
Finally, I believe that federal and state authorities should rigorously enforce privacy laws—and that whenever possible, private citizens should have the right to personally enforce their right to privacy. Legislating and regulating to protect privacy is not enough. Even in the health care industry, where an increasingly established legal regime exists to protect health data, privacy violations appear to be going unaddressed. From passage of the Privacy Rule in 2003 through the end of 2010, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) received 24,275 health privacy complaints on matters it had the authority to investigate. Of those, HHS has levied a formal fine, or Civil Monetary Penalty, in only one case and has reached monetary settlement agreements in six other cases. To date, HHS has referred 499 cases to the Department of Justice (DOJ) for prosecution. In the second hearing of my Subcommittee, the Department of Justice told me that they had successfully prosecuted some of those 499 cases—but they could not tell me how many.

Now, a large part of this apparent enforcement gap is due to HHS’s wise policy of working cooperatively with businesses to fix privacy problems instead of resorting to prosecutions. And the apparent under-enforcement by DOJ could be due to the failure of Congress to impose more significant reporting requirements on that entity. But the message is clear—privacy problems are widespread in even the most sensitive sectors with established legal regimes, and all violators may not be held accountable by government.

Therefore, we can’t rely solely on government enforcement: consumers also need to be able to hold companies accountable for violations. Privacy violations are difficult to detect, and when they are detected, the damage that consumers suffer is hard to quantify with a dollar amount. Both of these factors decrease the likelihood of government enforcement. For these reasons, I urge the NTIA to ensure that any implementations of the enforcement principle consider the role of enforcement by private citizens. I also urge the NTIA to take into account input from those who would be involved in such enforcement.

II. The multistakeholder process should include strong consumer advocates as well as input from Congress.

The NTIA has asked for input into which stakeholders should participate and what expertise those stakeholders should have. I believe it is essential that consumer advocates be fully considered in the multistakeholder process.

Business interests tend to speak out in greater quantity than consumer advocacy groups. When the Commerce Department requested comment on its report, “Commercial Data Privacy and Innovation in the Internet Economy: A Dynamic Policy Framework” in December 2010, 66

---


18 U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Case Examples and Resolution Agreements (2012), available at http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/index.html. At the time of the writing of this document, HHS was in the process of reaching a seventh monetary settlement agreement.

companies and pro-business groups filed comment, while only 21 individual consumers and advocacy groups did so. Business interests are also able to invest substantially more than consumer groups in making their voices heard in halls of power. In 2011, the 66 business advocacy groups who filed comment spent over $126,000,000 on total lobbying expenditures across all issue areas. In contrast, the 21 consumers and advocacy groups who commented spent a mere $2,005,000 on total lobbying expenditures. That is a substantial spending advantage for industry.

Because consumer interests are key to the multistakeholder process and what it aims to achieve, I urge the NTIA to require broad participation and consensus across types of participants, not just across numbers of participants.

Furthermore, because any effective proposal for a strong Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights will require legislation as well as self-regulation, members of Congress should also be involved in the multistakeholder process. Without the inclusion of legislators and their staffs, the multistakeholder process will fail to result in effective and enforceable protections for consumers.

III. The multistakeholder process should comprehensively address mobile privacy, particularly with respect to location information.

Beyond the issue of who participates in the multistakeholder process, the question of what issue to address is critically important. The NTIA Notice of Inquiry suggests that the application of President Obama’s Transparency principle to mobile devices might be a suitable issue to address via the multistakeholder process. I would urge the NTIA to instead focus the multistakeholder process on the application of the entire Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights to the mobile environment, with a particular focus on sensitive information like location.

A. Location information is extremely sensitive, and yet we are not doing enough to protect it.

According to the CTIA, last year marked the first year in which the number of mobile devices in use exceeded the number of U.S. residents. According to the Pew Internet Project, smartphones are now a majority of those mobile devices.

---


22 Id.

Smartphones are rich sources of sensitive personal information: they contain not just the phone numbers and e-mail addresses of the people we communicate with, but also the contents of those communications. And because these devices are always with us—65% of people sleep next to their cellphones—25—they also generate a precise, comprehensive record of our whereabouts. As Justice Sotomayor recently noted in the Jones opinion, these records can divulge “a wealth of detail about [a person’s] familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations.”26 This information is extraordinarily sensitive and must be protected.

Unfortunately, this information is not being adequately protected and is being collected and shared with others, frequently without users’ knowledge or consent. Even if we look only at location information, just one form of sensitive information generated by mobile devices, the number of abuses and breaches of this information is alarming:

- In January 2009, a special report by the Department of Justice revealed that approximately 26,000 persons are victims of GPS stalking annually, including by cellphone.27
- In December 2010, an investigation by the Wall Street Journal revealed that of 101 top smartphone apps, 47 disclosed a user’s location to third parties without his or her consent.28
- In April 2011, consumers learned that their iPhone and Android smartphones were automatically sending Apple and Google information about the smartphone’s whereabouts—even when users were not using location applications and, in Apple’s case, even though users had no way to stop this collection.29
- In June 2011, Nissan Leaf drivers discovered that their cars automatically transmitted their vehicles’ location, speed, and destination to many third party websites accessed through the car’s computer.30

---


• In September 2011, users of smartphones running Windows Phone 7 software alleged (and subsequent research confirmed) that their phones transmitted users’ precise coordinates back to Microsoft whenever the camera is switched on—even when users denied that app permission to access their location.31

• Later that month, OnStar informed its customers that it would continue to track their vehicles’ speed and precise GPS locations “for any purpose, at any time” and reserved the right to sell that data to “any third party” provided that OnStar was satisfied that it would be safe to do so—even if those customers had ended their OnStar service plans.32

• In November 2011, consumers learned that some Android smartphones had pre-installed software that would automatically send a company called Carrier IQ a variety of information, including location—even though users had never heard of the software and had no way to turn off the data collection.33

Our federal laws do little to help the situation. Many people know that after U.S. v. Jones, the government has to get a warrant to track someone using a GPS device.34 What most Americans don’t know is this: Even after Jones, federal laws allow the companies that get location information from their customers’ cellphones and smartphones every day to give that information to almost anyone they please—without their customers’ consent. While the Cable Act and the Communications Act prohibit cable companies and phone companies offering telephone service from freely disclosing their customers’ whereabouts, an obscure section of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act35 allows smartphone companies, app companies, and even phone companies offering wireless Internet service to freely share their customers’ location information with third parties without first obtaining their consent. The Department of Justice verified this in recent testimony before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law.36


34 See United States v. Jones, 132 S.Ct. 945 (2012). Of course, the Court left open the question of whether Jones applies to all forms of location tracking by law enforcement, though I believe that a warrant should be required for any tracking of the location of Americans, whether via physical GPS tracking device or by monitoring cell site location data.


B. The Location Privacy Protection Act is a solution to this problem.

I believe that my bill, the Location Privacy Protection Act, provides a legislative solution to the privacy failures surrounding location information—and the law’s current inability to protect that data.

The Location Privacy Protection Act (LPPA) would make sure that consumers have the ability to control their location information. Specifically, the LPPA would close current loopholes in federal law to require any company that may obtain a customer’s location information from his or her smartphone or other mobile device to get that customer’s express consent before collecting his or her location data and get that customer’s express consent before sharing his or her location data with non-governmental third parties. The bill also contains a series of provisions to increase understanding and facilitate the investigation of stalking crimes that involve the misuse of location data. Finally, the LPPA creates focused criminal penalties for the worst abusers of location technology, including the knowing and intentional use of so-called “stalking apps” to facilitate violations of federal anti-stalking and domestic violence laws. My bill will both empower the average consumer and protect those individuals most vulnerable to the abuse of location technology.

The protections of the LPPA are squarely in line with President Obama’s Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights includes a principle of Transparency. Similarly, my location bill requires entities collecting or disclosing geolocation information to tell the person using the device: (1) what information will be collected and (2) who, specifically, it will be disclosed to, prior to disclosure. This information can’t be buried within a privacy policy or terms of service. By requiring disclosure of this information in this way, consumers will be able to effectively access and understand information about who their information may be disclosed to.

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights includes a principle of Individual Control. To that end, my location bill requires entities to obtain express authorization prior to either collecting or disclosing consumer location information. Because location data is so sensitive, an express consent requirement is an appropriate way to implement individual control. At the same time, as I explained when I spoke on the floor of the Senate to introduce the legislation, my bill will not flood consumers with pop-up consent screens: a one-time consent screen will suffice.

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights includes a principle of Respect for Context. By combining a requirement that entities inform consumers of both what location information will be collected and to whom it will be disclosed, prior to disclosure, with a requirement that entities obtain express consent to the collection and disclosure, contextual integrity is preserved. Consumers will be aware of how their information is being used and can ensure that it is used only within context.

Finally, the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights includes a principle of Accountability. My bill provides enforcement by the Attorney General and by State Attorneys General. In the instance that neither the Attorney General nor any State Attorney General brings an action with respect to a specific breach, my bill also provides a private right of action to ensure that consumers can make sure that private companies adhere to their responsibilities under the LPPA.

As industry observers have noted, the Location Privacy Protection Act takes industry best practices and makes them the baseline for all actors. And while it does not address all of the problems faced in the arena of mobile privacy, I believe that it shows the kind of success that legislative efforts can have if we reach out to every interested party from consumers to privacy advocates to industry. Location privacy isn't the only mobile privacy issue, however, and I think that the Location Privacy Protection Act could provide a useful model for developing future privacy standards for information like the contacts in our address books and Universal Device Identifiers (UDIDs)—an identifier comparable to a serial number that every smartphone carries and that can be used to track all activity that occurs on a single phone.

IV. The multistakeholder process should address biometric information privacy, especially with respect to facial recognition technology.

There is a variety of personal information that most people would consider private. Along with location information, I consider biometric information to be especially sensitive—and especially deserving of strong, explicit privacy protections. Biometric information is sensitive because it is permanent: unlike your credit card number, password, or even your home address, you can’t change your face or your fingerprint. In some cases, it is also readily apparent and available for capture and analysis by anyone you come across on the street. And much like location information, this sensitive information is currently unprotected by our privacy laws.

Because of this combination of sensitivity and lack of protection, I urge the NTIA to promptly address the issue of biometric privacy via the multistakeholder process. In particular, I urge the NTIA to examine information derived through the use of facial recognition technology.

---

39 See Andrew Berg, Wireless Week, Location, Privacy a Two-Lane Street (June 27, 2011), available at http://www.wirelessweek.com/Articles/21106/Policy-and-Industry-Location-Privacy-Two-Lane-Street-Government/ (quoting Julian Sanchez, Research Fellow at the Cato Institute: “The effect of this legislation I think will be to effectively push app developers to do something that they were already supposed to be doing, and maybe some of them weren’t.”).


A. In the already sensitive arena of biometrics, facial recognition is uniquely sensitive.

Facial recognition stands out within the world of biometrics for two reasons. First, unlike fingerprint identification, iris recognition, and several other biometrics, facial recognition technology can easily identify an individual in secret and at a distance—without that person having any idea that he or she has been identified.\(^43\) Second, the raw data for facial recognition technology—faces—are associated with almost every aspect of our social and professional lives in a way that other biometric data are not. You put your photo, not your iris, on your LinkedIn profile and your social networking account. And when you leave your house, you only leave fingerprints on the things you touch; but unless you wear a mask, your face is captured by security cameras stationed on the streets you walk, the stores you visit, and the government buildings you enter.\(^44\)

Your face can be the key to an incredible amount of information about you—and facial recognition technology can allow strangers to access that information without your knowledge, without your permission, and in about as much time as it takes to snap a photo. This is not hyperbole. Dr. Joseph Atick, Vice Chairman of the International Biometrics & Identification Association and a pioneer of facial recognition technology, put it this way:

"[A] person photographed by a mobile phone can be identified without their [sic] knowledge through face recognition using identity-tagged images harvested over the web. Add to this the powerful data mining capabilities provided by the ever-more sophisticated web search engines and we now have the ability to surreptitiously construct a detailed profile of someone we snap with our iPhone walking down the street."\(^45\)

Indeed, researchers at Carnegie Mellon recently proved that they could use a consumer-grade digital camera, a collection of publicly available Facebook profile photos from Carnegie Mellon students, and off-the-shelf facial recognition from a company subsequently purchased by Google to successfully identify unknown students walking through a campus and correctly predict those students’ interests and partial Social Security numbers.\(^46\)

\(^{43}\) In 2010, scientists at GE Global Research unveiled technology that would allow the recognition of an individual from a distance of 50 to 65 feet. See Frederick W. Wheeler et al., Face Recognition at a Distance System for Surveillance Applications, 2010 Fourth IEEE Conf. on Biometrics: Theory, Applications, and Systems, at 1. Even after the fact, snapshots and family photos can be used to create a faceprint without the pictured individual’s permission.


The government and private sector are not far behind. Right now, the Federal Bureau of Investigation is in the process of piloting a national facial recognition program for state and local police officers in Michigan, Washington, Florida, and North Carolina. A range of commercial facial recognition apps are already available, and the latest operating systems for Android, iPhone and Windows smartphones include features that facilitate apps that use facial recognition technology. Most recently, Hitachi announced a facial recognition system that can search through 36 million faces in one second, allowing it to recognize individuals walking in front of surveillance cameras in near real time.

Once facial recognition technology is deployed pervasively, it could allow companies to prepare detailed profiles about consumers’ shopping, traveling, and leisure habits without their knowledge or consent. But we need not wait for the future to see how the deployment of facial recognition technology, absent appropriate safeguards, raises significant privacy concerns.

Over the past 18 months, Facebook has rolled out a facial recognition feature known as “Tag Suggestions.” With an estimated 150 billion photos and an additional six billion more each month, Facebook has more photos than any company in the world. What’s more, with Facebook users tagging and identifying 100 million faces every day, Facebook has essentially crowd-sourced the large-scale, digital identification of the countless faces in those photos with unique names and identities. Through the Tag Suggestions feature, Facebook leveraged its enormous database of tagged photographs and the ongoing tagging activities of Facebook users

---


to create a massive database of its users’ “faceprints”—unique digital files comparable to fingerprints that can be used to identify an individual based on his or her photograph. Because of the size of Facebook’s photo collection and the speed with which its users are continuously tagging and identifying individuals in those photos, Facebook likely holds the largest and most accurate privately-held collection of faceprints in the world.\textsuperscript{53} In fact, given that Facebook has 845 million users—and that the company opted all of its users into the program—a back of the envelope calculation suggests that Facebook could easily have a faceprint for one out of every twenty people on the planet.\textsuperscript{54}

Facebook’s roll-out of Tag Suggestions raised further concerns about Facebook’s use of facial recognition technology. Facebook did not ask users to enroll in Tag Suggestions; rather, it automatically enrolled all of them in the program and then offered them a complex, multi-step process to get of it—and a separate, even more complex, multi-step process to delete the faceprints that Facebook had generated.\textsuperscript{55} Moreover, the blog posts that Facebook used to announce Tag Suggestions do not make clear that the feature creates a unique, precise faceprint for each user tagged through Tag Suggestions.\textsuperscript{56}

Tag Suggestions does in fact make it easier to tag your friends in photographs—a lot easier. And Facebook has since improved the ease with which consumers can opt-out of the program. These are good and helpful things. But because Tag Suggestions initially lacked basic, meaningful protections for users’ personal information, Facebook’s implementation of this feature has created tremendous privacy concerns.

I want to be clear: facial recognition technology could become a powerful and positive tool for public safety and private sector innovation. The key is to ensure that strong safeguards exist for privacy and civil liberties so that the benefits of these biometric technologies aren’t outweighed by negative effects on privacy.

\textsuperscript{53} Cf Beth Wellington, The Guardian, What Facebook Fails To Recognize (Jun. 14, 2011), available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/jun/14/facebook-facial-recognition-software (quoting leading cryptographer and computer security analyst Bruce Schneier: “Right now, Facebook has the largest collection of identified photos outside of governments. I don’t think we know what the ramifications of that will be.”).

\textsuperscript{54} See Facebook, Fact Sheet, available at http://newsroom.fb.com/content/default.aspx?NewsAreaId=27. Population Reference Bureau, 2011 World Population Data Sheet, available at http://www.prb.org/Publications/Datasheets/2011/world-population-data-sheet/data-sheet.aspx (identifying the world population at seven billion). My calculation assumes that 60 percent of Facebook users either opted-out of Tag Suggestions or had insufficient tagged photographs for the creation of a faceprint. I consider this to be a generous assumption. If only 20 percent of Facebook users opted-out or had too few tagged photos, Facebook could potentially have the faceprint of one out of every ten people on the planet. Despite requests from my Subcommittee staff, Facebook has declined to identify the number of faceprints it has created and currently holds.


B. We can address privacy issues raised by facial recognition by applying the framework of the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights

The multistakeholder process should address biometrics, with a focus on facial recognition technology, in order to put this technology on a path that will both promote innovation and protect the privacy and civil liberties of our citizens.

Dealing with facial recognition presents difficult challenges. As I mentioned above, you can capture someone’s facial biometrics simply by taking his or her photo, and our photos are captured every day for a variety of important reasons, often without notice or an opportunity to express some kind of limitation on how that image—or the faceprint derived from it—can be used or disclosed. When Individual Control and Transparency are achievable, those principles must be followed; if a company knows it is gathering consumer photographs to convert them into faceprint files and create a digital database of faces, it should try to inform consumers of this before gathering their photographs and allow those consumers some degree of control over the generation of a faceprint unique to them. Likewise, those companies should inform consumers as to how faceprint data will be used and shared with others.

But given that the principles of Individual Control and Transparency may be difficult to achieve, a particular emphasis must be placed on other principles to preserve consumer privacy. In particular, entities that seek to use facial recognition information should abide by enhanced standards of Respect for Context, Security, and Focused Collection.

In order to abide by the principle of Respect for Context, entities collecting and disclosing facial recognition information must obtain that information in contexts that make it clear that the ultimate purpose of the collection involves biometric data analysis. It would be inappropriate for a photograph hosting service to convert faces in their photos to biometric data without providing consumer control over this function. It would be similarly inappropriate for a retail store to use its security cameras to identify the shopping patterns of a consumer and track that consumer across locations. In each circumstance, the context in which consumer photographic data is acquired is violated when the entity translates it into biometric data and uses that data to make comparisons.

Principles of Security and Focused Collection are similarly critical. Because this data is so sensitive, and especially because of its permanent nature, breaches of biometric data are particularly troubling. Where biometric data is necessary, strong security measures are equally necessary to minimize the risk of biometrics being misused, lost, or stolen. And biometric data is essentially permanent: my e-mail address or phone number might change every few years, but my faceprint will always be my faceprint. If biometric data is collected when collection is unnecessary, then more of this permanently relevant data will be stockpiled.

Unlike the problem of location privacy, I do not yet have a legislative proposal to address privacy and civil liberties issues surrounding facial recognition and biometric privacy. However, I believe that any solution to biometric privacy will require a combination of self-regulation and a legislative backstop to ensure that this uniquely and permanently sensitive information is not abused.
V. The multistakeholder process should address tracking of online activities.

Web browsing has become a significant part of Americans daily lives. From reading news to speaking with friends to watching movies, many of our most regular activities now occur online. As the Internet develops, this trend is likely to continue. A Forrester study from 2010 found that the average American spends 13 hours per week online, a 121 percent increase from five years prior.\(^{57}\)

Unfortunately, various privacy breaches have revealed that consumer browsing data is not being protected in the manner it should be. And again, our laws do little, if anything, to protect this data. With the web involved in so many of our daily functions, it is essential that we have control over the privacy of our online activity.

A. Web browsing data provides a window into consumers’ thoughts and interests. It is not being protected in the manner it should be.

The Internet provides virtually limitless information—and much of it can be sensitive in nature. Because of that, knowledge of an individual’s browsing activities can be deeply revealing of personal information, such as health conditions, family crises, sexual orientation, and religious beliefs.

Just as Americans have expectations of privacy when they read a book at the library or rent a DVD to watch, they expect a reasonable level of privacy when visiting a blog or searching for clips on YouTube. I worry that those expectations are very far from reality; it appears to me that the tracking of online activities is pervasive and subject to little oversight.

For example, cookies—software that places an ID number on a computer so websites and advertisers can identify visitors—have been highly important to the success of the Internet. Online shopping, streaming video, and many other web functions are more effective and consumer friendly because cookies allow sites to have a consistent interaction with online users. However, cookies can also be used to track all online web browsing by individuals, threatening their privacy. Current law does not restrict companies’ use of cookies or similar technologies to track web activities, nor does it restrict the sharing of this information with nongovernment sources.\(^{58}\) In the absence of regulation, use of web tracking has been abused with increasing frequency. Here are just a few recent examples of these privacy breaches:

- In July 2011, *Wired* reported that KISSmetrics, an online tracking service used by popular websites such as Hulu and Spotify, was using techniques to track individuals online who had proactively taken steps to prevent such tracking. The service monitored and recorded online activities even if individuals had enabled private browsing and deleted their cookies.\(^{59}\)

---


• In September 2011, tech blogger Nik Cubrilovic discovered that Facebook was tracking users' web browsing even after they had logged out of their Facebook accounts.  

• In November 2011, it was revealed that Carrier IQ, a hidden smartphone application, was secretly recording a wide range of user activities, including web browsing and online searches.

• In February 2012, the Wall Street Journal reported that Google had been circumventing privacy controls on Apple's Safari web browser to track individuals' activities online. This practice contradicted Google's own advice to users regarding web tracking, which previously stated that Safari's privacy settings would block tracking by the cookies Google was using.

What is so disturbing about these incidents is that the web tracking was not only secret, but also occurred in circumstances in which individuals had clear reason to believe their web browsing was protected from tracking. When a user enables private browsing and deletes their cookies, they expect that this will stop web tracking. When a user logs out of an account, they believe that will stop that site from continuing to track them. If nothing else, when a company tells you "This is how you can avoid being tracked by our cookies," users should be able to assume that if they do what the company says, they won't be tracked by that company.

These instances of companies tracking users despite active attempts by users to prevent such tracking are not isolated events; these techniques are widely used online. Rather, these events reflect an evolving system of web tracking that lacks transparency and proactively combats web users' attempts to protect their privacy.

On February 23, 2012, the Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA) announced its members would support “Do Not Track” systems to give individuals control over web tracking. I am pleased that the DAA and its members are engaging in efforts to protect consumer privacy.

---


61 See supra Part III.A.


63 See, e.g., Jonathan Mayer, Stanford Center for Internet and Society, Safari Trackers (Feb. 17, 2012), available at http://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/2012/02/safari-trackers. Mayer notes that the Safari circumvention technique described above was widely used by a number of online ad networks.

64 In describing the activities of KISSmetrics, privacy researcher and former FTC staff technologist Ashkan Soltani stated that, "These services are using practically every known method to circumvent user attempts to protect their privacy." (emphasis added). Ryan Singel, Wired, Researchers Expose Cunning Online Tracking Service That Can't Be Dodged (July 29, 2011), available at http://m.wired.com/epicenter/2011/07/undeletable-cookie/.

online. However, I believe this new policy contains several limitations which may make it insufficient to fully protect web users’ privacy.

First, the DAA plan might not work with existing Do Not Track systems like those found in the Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Safari browsers. If DAA fails to work with the existing implementations of Do Not Track across these browsers, the DAA plan might make it more difficult for users to fully protect their privacy. Additionally, it appears that the DAA may not respect browser settings that block tracking by default, instead requiring individuals to actively opt-in to a browser’s Do Not Track system to prevent their activities from being monitored. This will discourage browsers to enable Do Not Track by default, or lead to counterintuitive situations in which the browsers that are designed to be the most protective of privacy by default actually expose users to higher levels of tracking. Finally, current Do Not Track systems do not protect individuals who visit web pages through commonly used sources such as Google Search or Facebook so long as those users are currently logged into an account with those services. Web sites with logged-in users will remain potentially able to track their users’ activity across the Web, even after the implementation of Do Not Track.

I worry that tracking and documenting of web activities can potentially lead to disclosure of this private information, either voluntarily by those who collect it or through malicious action such as hacking. Further, I fear that the concern and lack of clarity regarding when individuals’ browsing is being tracked could have a chilling effect, discouraging use of the Internet to communicate and learn.

B. What the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights means for the protection of web browsing data.

These shortcomings reflect the need for the multistakeholder process to take further action to address the issue of web tracking. More generally, these flaws reflect that solutions to privacy problems require the input and support of consumers as well as business.

Achieving the White House’s proposed principle of Transparency requires additional actions by both web browsers and entities that engage in tracking. Browsers should make clear what privacy settings are currently active, as well as the types of tracking that are generally permitted under each setting available. Entities that engage in tracking should inform users of what information is being obtained under their browser and current settings and ideally, whether or not that information will be shared with third parties.

Additional protections must also be put into place to achieve the principle of Individual Control with regard to web browsing. While browsers need not be required to make Do Not

---
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Track their default setting, all browsers should contain a Do Not Track option that is clearly and conspicuously available to users. All entities that engage in tracking should be obligated to fully respect Do Not Track systems, regardless of whether these systems are default settings. Further, the recent trend of developing new methods to circumvent privacy protections demonstrates that use of Do Not Track cannot be effective if it merely bars use of existing technologies and methods to track individuals online. Rather, a ban through Do Not Track must be comprehensive and prohibit all web tracking through any means, whether currently in existence or yet to be developed.

Respect for Context is also a critical principle when dealing with web tracking. The same search data that allows a search engine to adapt its results to a specific person’s needs also allows that search engine to potentially provide an advertiser with a history of that person’s search habits. Analytic data that a web retailer can use to improve its shopping interface can also be sold to marketers and used to market third party products to the user. Web sites must maintain a clear boundary between internal uses and external uses and make sure that where data could be used outside its original context, user transparency and control are enhanced. Further, web sites should respect the principle of Focused Collection and avoid collecting information simply to collect information. While new uses for old data shouldn’t always be avoided, data minimization and the removal of data after it is no longer needed help maintain consumer privacy by minimizing the possibility of data loss, theft, or misuse.

Finally, we must make sure that any Do Not Track system is enforceable and that entities that violate it can be held accountable. The FTC’s recent announcement that it would use its enforcement authority against entities that promise to respect Do Not Track and fail to do so is a good start. However, not every entity will promise to respect Do Not Track, and once data has been tracked by one entity, it can and will be sold to others. Do Not Track and other methods of allowing users to exercise control over web tracking should be enforceable whether or not the tracking entity claims it will honor those privacy protections.

Significant progress has been made to protect the privacy of web users’ online activities. However, the multistakeholder process must address concerns that persist, and create rules to empower all web users with the ability to fully protect themselves from online tracking.

---
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VI. Conclusion.

I believe that privacy is a fundamental right—as fundamental as our freedom of speech or religion. I also believe that it is a right applicable not just against the government, but against the multitudes of companies and third parties that we encounter every day online and in the real world. My hope is that the multistakeholder process, combined with legislative action, will go a long way in making this right a reality.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

AL FRANKEN
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law